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Abstract: The high quality of crystal growth and advanced fabrication technology of silicon carbide
(SiC) in power electronics enables the control of optically active defects in SiC, such as silicon vacancies
(VSi). In this paper, VSi are generated in hexagonal SiC (4H) samples through ion implantation of
nitrogen or (and) aluminum, respectively the n- and p-type dopants for SiC. The presence of silicon
vacancies within the samples is studied using cathodoluminescence at 80K. For 4H-SiC samples, the
ZPL (zero phonon line) of the V1′ center of VSi is more intense than the one for the V1 center before
annealing. The opposite is true after 900 ◦C annealing. ZPLs of the divacancy defect (VCVSi) are also
visible after annealing.

Keywords: silicon vacancy; divacancy; 4H-SiC; cathodoluminescence; ion implantation; annealing

1. Introduction

Silicon carbide is a wide-bandgap semiconductor with remarkable physical, electrical,
and optical properties. These properties made it the ideal component for applications
in power electronics. Its high thermal conductivity and stability, chemical inertness, and
high critical electrical field led to the use of SiC in harsh environments [1]. The technology
needed to conceptualize SiC devices is now highly matured, with commercialized power
electronic SiC devices such as Schottky diodes and transistors (BJT, JFET, MOSFET) already.
Thus, minimized generation of bulk morphological and surface defects, as well as as-
grown carbon and silicon vacancies, is now achievable [2]. This reduction in defects in
SiC growth allowed the study of single deep energy bandgap point defects within the
material, also called color centers. The interest in these defects is due to their capacity,
as single emitters, to create quantum light emission. Furthermore, silicon carbide has
been categorized as a promising host material for these defects, along with diamond, for
quantum applications [3].

The main advantages of silicon carbide as a host material, compared to diamond,
are its high technological maturity and the luminescence of its point defects, which is not
limited to the visible range and occurs also in the near-infrared (NIR) region [4]. Color
centers in silicon carbide present also a high brightness and long spin coherence time [5].
The controlled growth of silicon carbide in different crystallographic structures, mostly 4H,
6H, and 3C, with different n or p doping, contributes to the control of the light emission of
the generated defects [6]. Among them, the 4H polytype presents the larger bandgap and
is the currently most commercialized. However, it has been shown that color centers in
3C-SiC have a luminescence at a further wavelength in the NIR, approaching the telecom
range [7].

Through the years, many point defects have been studied in silicon carbide, such as
the silicon vacancy (VSi), the divacancy (VCVSi), and the NV color center [8]. In 4H-SiC,
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the silicon vacancy has a longer coherence time (20 ms) compared to the NV color center
(1 µs). Concerning VCVSi, until recently, its coherence time was determined around 1 ms
in 4H-SiC [8]. However, last year, Anderson et al. showed a single divacancy in 4H-SiC
with a coherence time of 5 s [9]. If we compare the emission range of the three different
color centers, VSi is the defect with the luminescence at the lowest wavelength in 4H-SiC
(around 900 nm) compared to VCVSi (from 1070 to 1140 nm) and NV centers (from 1170 to
1245 nm) [10].

The Generation of silicon carbide color centers has mostly been achieved through
laser writing [11], proton irradiation [12], chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [13], and ion
implantation [14]. Compared to the other methods, CVD ensures the direct development
of color centers during crystal growth of the epitaxial layer. However, it is also the only
method in which the position of the color centers is not controlled. Meanwhile, laser writing
is reproducible and enables the localized generation of color centers with little damage to
the sample [15]. Even though ion implantation can damage the lattice of the sample, with
well-controlled parameters, this damage can be minimized. The main advantage of ion
implantation is related to the control of the depth of the dopants and, therefore, the depth
of the generated point defects. It has also proven its applicability to large wafers, and the
implanted dopants and impurities can be numerous [16]. It is also a method commonly
used to dope silicon carbide, so available Monte Carlo implantation simulation software
such as SRIM can be used [17].

Even though a lot of work has been carried out on the generation of color centers in 4H-
SiC through ion implantation, not as many works have compared the cathodoluminescence
of samples implanted with the same ions under different conditions. In this work, bulk
4H-SiC samples with a 10 µm n-doped epilayer were implanted with aluminum or (and)
nitrogen under different conditions. The silicon vacancies generated were studied using
cathodoluminescence at 80K. Peaks were identified and assigned with the help of data
from the literature. Changes in the cathodoluminescence spectra after sample annealing at
900 ◦C were used to determine the recombination of defects within the material and the
optimal conditions for them to become a light-emitting color center.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Ion Implantation of the Samples

For this study, successive ion implantations of the samples were performed in order to
form a homogeneous doped film and enable the formation of dopant-related point defects
and defect complexes within the silicon carbide layer. The implantations were performed
using three different ion beam facilities in France [18–20]. The dopants were nitrogen (N)
and aluminum (Al). The energy and dose of implantation varied from 20 to 400 eV and
from 6.81 × 1011 to 1.5 × 1015 cm−2, respectively. Most of the samples were implanted at
room temperature (RT), with some of them at 300 and 400 ◦C. All details are provided in
Table 1.

The samples originated from the same silicon carbide wafer commercialized by Wolf-
Speed (formerly named CREE) [21]. It was an 8◦1′ off-axis n-type 4H-SiC wafer on which
a 10 µm thick epilayer was grown with a nitrogen doping of 8.80 × 1015 cm−3. Before
ion implantation, the samples were immersed in hydrofluoric acid (HF) to remove any
silicon dioxide (SiO2) potentially present on their surface. For each sample, the tilt and
twist angles of implantation were, respectively, 7 and 90◦ (Figure 1). Sample A23 was not
implanted and was kept as a reference.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the ion implantation angles. 

Table 1. Ion implantation parameters of the 4H-SiC samples. 
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Table 1. Ion implantation parameters of the 4H-SiC samples.

Name Dopant Temperature [◦C] Energy [keV] Dose [cm−2]

A2 N15 RT 400 6.4 × 1014

270 4.6 × 1014

170 4 × 1014

100 3.8 × 1014

Total: 1.88 × 1015

A6 N RT 400 3.2 × 1012

270 2.3 × 1012

170 2 × 1012

100 1.9 × 1012

Total: 9.4 × 1012

A9 Al RT 300 5.93 × 1012

190 2.9 × 1012

115 2.08 × 1012

60 1.42 × 1012

25 6.81 × 1011

Total: 1.3 × 1013

A12 N RT 190 5.6 × 1012

135 3.6 × 1012

90 3.4 × 1012

50 3.2 × 1012

30 2.2 × 1012

Total: 1.8 × 1013

A16 N 300 160 5 × 1014

110 2.8 × 1014

70 2.5 × 1014

40 1.8 × 1014

20 1.3 × 1014

Total: 1.34 × 1015

A17 N 400 190 1.5 × 1015

135 9 × 1014

90 9 × 1014

50 8 × 1014

20 1.3 × 1015

Total: 5.4 × 1015

A23 NA NA NA NA

2.2. Dopant Concentration Estimation

I2SiC simulation software was used to determine the concentration profiles of the
dopants and generated silicon vacancies within the silicon carbide samples. This software
is based on the Monte Carlo (MC) method and, more particularly, on the binary collision
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approximation (BCA) [22]. This simulator took into account the crystalline structure of the
silicon carbide sample, the temperature of implantation, and the deviation of the trajectory
of the ions due to the defects generated by former implantations [23]. A comparison of the
simulated results with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurements was also
realized to validate the simulation model.

2.3. Cathodoluminescence Measurements

Cathodoluminescence measurements (CL) were realized using a SPARC (Delmic)
system coupled to a JEOL JSM-7900F scanning electron microscope (SEM) to identify the
color centers generated through the ion implantations. CL measurements were realized at
80K, with the samples being cooled down by support with liquid nitrogen circulation (80K
Cryo-module, Kammrath & Weiss GmbH, Schwerte, Germany). A grating of 302 L/mm
with a central wavelength at 500 nm was used, and a voltage of 15 kV with a current of
1 nA was applied. The spectral detection range of the CL setup extends up to 1200 nm.

Cathodoluminescence emission is produced due to the recombination of electron–hole
pairs generated by the electron beam. Primary electrons can lose energy in a solid by
exciting phonons and plasmons, as well as valence and inner shell electrons [24]. Each of
these processes contributes to the generation of electron–hole pairs. Plasmons can decay
into excitons [25], and the excitation of valence electrons produces electron–hole pairs.
Moreover, photoelectrons, Auger electrons, and X-rays can excite valance electrons, and
phonons assist in momentum conservation in indirect electronic transitions. It has been
suggested that, to a first approximation, the local electron–hole pair generation rate within
the electron interaction volume can be approximated using the local (average) total electron
energy loss profile [26,27]. By integrating the total electron energy loss profile of the CL, the
generation rate within the electron interaction volume in materials that exhibit negligible
minority carrier diffusion can, therefore, be determined.

CL measurements were realized before and after annealing the samples at 900 ◦C for
15 min to observe the recombination of defects, which occurs at higher temperatures, and
its effect on light emission. The annealing of the samples was realized under argon (Ar) in
a chamber of an AET furnace equipped with graphite resistors and susceptors (Figure 2).
The geometry of this heating chamber was designed to achieve a high temperature (up to
1900 ◦C) and rapid (2 ◦C/s) temperature process (RTP) on SiC samples with a width of up
to 150 mm.
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Figure 2. AET RTP graphite resistive furnace picture (a); usual temperature and pressure profiles (b).

3. Results
3.1. Dopant and Silicon Vacancy Concentration Profiles

The simulated and measured nitrogen concentrations of sample A17 are shown in
Figure 3. The profile of concentration obtained using the I2SiC software follows the one
obtained by SIMS quite well, even for the last channeling part. The main difference is the
peak of nitrogen concentration observed at 375 Å, which is more elevated in the simulation
compared to the SIMS measurements.
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Figure 3. SIMS and simulated nitrogen concentration profiles of sample A17. Implantation was
realized at 400 ◦C with a total dose of 5.4 × 1015 cm−2 and maximal energy of 190 eV.

The simulated dopant and silicon vacancy concentration profiles of all the samples are
shown in Figure 4. Due to the successive ion implantations, the simulated profiles of the
dopants form a plateau at maximal concentration. The depth of the silicon vacancies within
the n-doped 4H-SiC epilayer is similar to the one of the dopants Al and N. Compared to
the ion-implanted concentrations, the concentration of VSi is higher and does not drop near
the surface of the sample. It can be seen that a higher energy of implantation leads to a
deeper implantation of the dopants and so a deeper generation of silicon vacancies. As
expected, samples implanted with a more elevated dose present a higher concentration of
dopants. The same tendency is also observed for the concentration of silicon vacancies,
except for sample A9, which presents a higher VSi concentration than A12, whereas its
total ion implantation dose is lower. A9 is also the only sample implanted with aluminum
instead of nitrogen, which explains this phenomenon (aluminum is a heavier element).
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Figure 4. Simulated concentration profiles of the dopants (a) and silicon vacancies (b) for samples A2
to A17. All samples are implanted with nitrogen except for A9, which is implanted with aluminum.
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3.2. Cathodoluminescence Results

As shown in previous works [4,28–30], ion implantation of 4H-SiC leads to the genera-
tion of point defects, which, after annealing, can recombine or disappear. CL observations
at 80K show that directly after ion implantation, all samples present a luminescence around
900 nm, which is typically related to the generation of silicon vacancies within 4H-SiC. The
peaks observed at 856, 862, and 912 nm, named, respectively, V1′, V1, and V2 in Figure 5a,
can be associated with the different configurations of the silicon vacancy in 4H-SiC [31].
The peak at 855 nm is notably more intense than the one at 862 nm, which indicates a
preferential disposition of the silicon vacancies within the crystallographic lattice of 4H-SiC
(Table 2).
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Figure 5. Normalized CL measurements of implanted 4H-SiC samples (a) and relative intensity of
the V1’ peak (b). Peaks are indexed by vertical dashed lines.

Table 2. Observed defects characteristics.

Defects Configuration Designation ZPLs (nm)
Theory [3,4,31,32]

ZPLs (nm)
Experimental

VSi
h V1, V1′ 862, 858 862, 856
k V2 917 912–919

VCVSi

hh PL1 1132 1139
kk PL2 1131 1133
kh PL3 1108 1110
hk PL4 1078 1080

VCVSi near a stacking
fault (ssf)

k1h1-ssf PL5 1042
1030k2k2-ssf PL6 1038

k2k1-ssf PL7 unknown

The relative CL intensity of the V1′ peak is shown in Figure 5b for the different samples.
It can be seen that samples A9 and A12 present a lower relative CL of the V1′ peak compared
to the other samples. A9 corresponds to the only aluminum-implanted sample and A12 to
room temperature, low-energy, and low-dosed nitrogen ion implantation (Table 1).

After annealing at 900 ◦C for 15 min, the luminescence around 900 nm is still visible.
The V1′ and V1 peaks are still in the same position, but the V2 peak has red-shifted from
912 nm to 919 nm (Figure 6a). Moreover, this time, the V1 peak is more intense than the V1′

one. This indicates a change in the disposition of the silicon vacancies within the 4H-SiC
crystal lattice. Other peaks also appear between 1020 and 1050 nm. The peaks PL1 to PL4
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are situated at 1139, 1133, 1110, and 1080 nm. (Figure 6b). They can be associated with the
different zero phonon lines (ZPLs) of the divacancy defect VSiVC (Table 2) [32]. The peak
named PL5-6 at 1030 nm (Figure 6a) can be associated with the defects PL5 or PL6, whose
ZPLs are at 1038 and 1040 nm, respectively (Table 2) [32].
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Figure 6. Normalized CL measurements of ion-implanted 4H-SiC samples after 900 ◦C annealing for
15 min, centered at 950 nm (a) and 1300 nm (b).

Figure 7a shows the relative CL intensity of the peaks V1 and PL4 for the different
samples. By tracing the relative CL intensity of the V1 peak in the function of the intensity
of the PL4 peak, a linear behavior is found (Figure 7b). The intensities of these peaks
are proportional to each other, and the relation between them can be expressed by the
following formula:

y(x) = (2.78598± 0.07)x

with x representing the relative intensity of the PL4 peak and y the relative intensity of the
V1 peak.

Sample A9, which is Al-implanted, presents the lowest CL intensity of the peaks
V1 and PL4. In contrast, sample A2, which is N-implanted at RT with the highest dose
(1.88 × 1015 cm−2) and at high energy (first implantation at 400 keV), presents the highest
CL intensity. With regard to the relative intensity of the PL5-6 peak (Figure 7c), the intensity
is still maximal for sample A2 but is minimal for samples A6, A9, and A12, which are all
implanted at RT with low doses (around 1013 cm−2).
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4. Discussion

The identification of the CL peaks was achieved by comparing the experimental results
we obtained with values from the literature (Table 2). According to previous works, due to
the particular crystallography of 4H-SiC, silicon vacancies can be localized on two different
sites: one pseudo-cubic (k) and one hexagonal (h) [4]. Thus, the silicon vacancy in 4H-SiC
is associated with two ZPLs emissions that are supposed to be at 862 and 917 nm, named,
respectively, V1 and V2 (Table 2). The V1 site presents two different excited states for
the same ground state, named 4A2 and 4E, which are known as the V1 and V1′ ZPLs,
respectively. They can be selectively excited by lasers at 1.445 eV (858 nm) for 4E and
1.440 eV (862 nm) for 4A2. The intensity of the V1′ ZPL is also known to increase at elevated
temperatures [10,33]. Recently, V1 was attributed to the hexagonal site (h) and V2 to the
pseudo-periodic site (k) [31,34], in contrast to what was supposed previously [35].

Before annealing, the three peaks obtained through CL measurements at 856, 862,
and 912 nm, respectively, correspond to the lines V1′, V1, and V2 (Figure 5). The intensity
of the V1′ peak is greater than that of the V1 peak, no matter what the conditions of
ion implantation are. Therefore, the silicon vacancies localized on the hexagonal site are
mainly in the higher excited state V1′. This may be due to the energy loss in the sample
epitaxial layer by the implanted ions, via inelastic and elastic collisions with the silicon
and carbon atoms [36]. Therefore, the intensity of the V1′ peak shows that the generation
of silicon vacancies is also dependent on the ion implantation conditions (Figure 5). The
implantation of aluminum (sample A9) seems to generate fewer silicon vacancies in the V1′
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state than nitrogen implantation. Indeed, in the SiC lattice, aluminum only substitutes for
silicon, whereas nitrogen takes the place of carbon atoms only. Thus, the silicon vacancies
generated through ion implantation can be partially replaced by aluminum atoms [37,38].
By comparing the samples A12, A6, and A2, all implanted at RT, the intensity of the V1′

peak is maximal for ion implantations with higher energy (A6 is more intense than A12).
Between both ion implantations realized at RT under high energy (400 keV for the first
implantation), the V1′ peak is more intense for the A6 sample, which was implanted with a
lower dose (around 1013 cm−2) than the A2 sample (around 1015 cm−2). This can be related
to the fact that high ion-implanted doses at RT tend to lead to the amorphization of the
4H-SiC layers close to the surface [39].

Moreover, when considering the samples A12, A16, and A17, which are implanted
with nitrogen at almost the same energy range, the sample with the highest implanted dose
presents the most intense V1′ peak. This may be due to the higher ion implantation temper-
atures of A16 and A17 (300 and 400 ◦C, respectively) which do not allow for amorphization
close to the surface, preserving a sufficiently high silicon vacancy concentration. The V1′

peak is also known for its enhancement in intensity at high temperatures [33].
According to Figure 4, deeper nitrogen implantation of the dopants and, therefore,

deeper generation of silicon vacancies occur for a higher energy of implantation, whereas
the temperature of implantation does not seem to have an impact on this depth. Thus,
a higher concentration of silicon vacancies in the hexagonal site of 4H-SiC, in the more
excited state V1′, seems to be favored for ion implantations of nitrogen at a higher energy
and temperature (with higher energies also generating deeper defects in the 4H-SiC layers).

After post-implantation annealing, the silicon vacancies can recombine into other
point defects such as divacancies (VCVSi) and NV color centers [40]. Photoluminescence
measurements realized with 325 nm laser excitation at RT showed that the 4H-SiC samples
present a peak at 380 nm associated with the bandgap of 4H-SiC. A large band centered at
550 nm was also present, and is commonly associated with the N-Al donor–acceptor pair
in 4H-SiC with the addition of boron into the material [41,42]. The cathodoluminescence
results show that annealing for 15 min at 900 ◦C leads to an increase in the CL intensity
of the V1 peak and the apparition of other peaks between 1020 and 1050 nm. According
to the literature, these new peaks correspond to the ZPLs of the divacancy VCVSi within
4H-SiC [32]. Indeed, because the carbon and silicon vacancies can be placed on a cubic
or hexagonal site of 4H-SiC, the divacancy has four different configurations, which are
hh, kk, hk, and kh, corresponding to ZPLs named PL1 (1132 nm), PL2 (1131 nm), PL3
(1108 nm), and PL4 (1078 nm), respectively (Table 2) [2]. Three ZPLs named PL5, PL6, and
PL7 have also been associated with the divacancy defect. Recently, Ivady et al. attributed
them to divacancies trapped in quantum wells generated by stacking fault structure [32].
The PL5 and PL7 defects are basal plane-oriented, in contrast to the PL6 defect, which is
c-axis-oriented. They are also attributed to the configurations k1h1 and k2k1 of 6H-SiC
inclusions in 4H-SiC (Table 2) [32], and their symmetry was determined to be C1H [43].
However, very little work has been carried out to confirm the attribution of the PL5 to PL7
ZPLs to the presence of stacking faults in 4H-SiC. N.T. Son et al. observed the presence of
these modified divacancies after annealing an electron-irradiated semi-insulating (HPSI)
4H-SiC substrate, but not in n- or p-doped substrates irradiated and annealed in the same
conditions [43]. Therefore, the attribution of the PL5 to PL7 ZPLs to the presence of stacking
faults in 4H-SiC is still a subject open to discussion. In Figure 6a, the peak at 1030 nm can
be associated with the PL5 or PL6 defect.

Compared to the CL spectra of the samples directly after ion implantation, the V1
peak is now more intense than the V1′ one, after annealing at 900 ◦C. The relative intensity
of this peak is also proportional to the relative intensity of the PL4 peak (Figure 7a,b). Thus,
the annealing enables the displacement or generation of silicon vacancies in the hexagonal
site of 4H-SiC in the state V1, which is more stable than V1′. Moreover, the increase in
silicon vacancies in the V1 configuration leads to the generation of divacancies within the
implanted samples. The proportionality between the V1 and PL4 peaks can be explained by
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the need for silicon vacancies to be in the V1 configuration to form divacancies. This time,
the intensity of the V1 and PL4 peaks is still minimal for the aluminum-implanted sample
(A9). Their CL intensities also seem to be related to the damage generated in the sample
during ion implantation. In this case, annealing at 900 ◦C would have partially healed
the damage and partial “amorphization” caused by ion implantation, which impedes the
generation of silicon vacancies. Indeed, sample A2 presents the highest CL intensity for
these peaks, and it is the sample supposed to be the most damaged during ion implantation
due to the high dosage of nitrogen implanted at RT. Moreover, the samples A12, A16, and
A17 have almost the same CL intensity for the V1 and PL4 peaks, which can be explained by
the fact that low implanted doses of nitrogen (around 1013 cm−2) and high temperature of
implantation (300–400 ◦C) limit the damage caused to the 4H-SiC samples. The CL intensity
of the peaks for sample A6 is slightly lower, likely because it has the lowest implanted dose
compared to the other samples. Thus, the generation of divacancies and V1 centers for
silicon vacancies seems to depend on the used dopants (Al or N) and the damage caused
during ion implantation.

Concerning the relative CL intensity of the PL5-6 peak (Figure 7c), it seems to be
related to the temperature of implantation and the dose of implanted species independently
of the nature of the dopant. Indeed, the PL5-6 peak is more intense for implantations
at RT with high implanted doses (around 1015 cm−2). This intensity decreases when the
temperature of implantation increases. Finally, the lowest peak intensities are for the
samples implanted with low implanted doses (samples A12, A9, and A6). This tendency
follows the association of the PL5-6 peak with stacking faults in 4H-SiC of Ivani et al. [32].
Indeed, a higher implanted dose during implantations is expected to increase the density of
stacking faults in the lattice material. According to the literature, the presence of this peak
means that the stacking faults are related to the presence of 6H-SiC polytypic inclusions in
the 4H-SiC samples.

5. Conclusions

Ion implantations of the 4H-SiC samples led to the generation of silicon vacancies,
which were characterized using cathodoluminescence. Directly after implantation, these
vacancies were preferentially in the more excited V1′ configuration, which was favored by
nitrogen ion implantation with high energy and/or high temperature.

After annealing at 900 ◦C for 15 min, it was found that the silicon vacancies were
preferentially in the more stable V1 configuration, which led to the generation of divacan-
cies within the 4H-SiC layers. The concentration of these defects seemed to be higher for
nitrogen implantations, which damaged the samples more. A peak related to the PL5 or
PL6 defects was also detected and related to the stacking faults produced during ion im-
plantation. In this work, we focused only on the defect emission between 800 and 1300 nm.
The cathodoluminescence of the defects below this emission range was not studied.

The processes presented, ion implantation and annealing, can be inserted into the
fabrication of 4H-SiC nanophotonic devices including NIR-emitting silicon vacancies and
divacancies. The annealing temperature is close to the temperature values for the classic step
used during 4H-SiC device fabrication (annealing for ohmic contacts, thermal oxidation)
and much lower compared to the temperatures needed to activate doping (~1700 ◦C) [39].
The recombination of silicon and carbon vacancies into divacancies generally occurs for
annealing temperatures between 800 and 1100 ◦C after ion implantation. It is also at these
temperatures that NV color centers are formed [28]. Higher-temperature annealing in this
temperature range should be performed under argon in future works to determine the
possible recombination of defects after ion implantation. These results will determine the
compatibility and when the silicon vacancy and/or divacancy generation step should be
inserted during the device process flow fabrication.
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